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I CLOCKS AND wATCHES 
. 

regulates the speed. Behind the dial is a Chinese 
puzzle of wheels. The pendulum · rod is hung 
by a thin spring of steel t~~t bends easily and 
allows the pendulum to swing just so far and 
then gives it a slight push back. . The cord or 
chain to which the weight is hung is wrapped 
round and round a drum or barrel, like a rope 
on a windlass. But the barrel cannot move 
until the pendulum is. set swinging. Start the 
pendulum and the whole clock wakes up, like 
the palace .in the stor-y of " Sleeping Beauty." 

What Makes the Clock Tick 
Attac-hed to one end of the barrel is a cogged 

wheel, and ~ttached to the pendulum is an 
anchor-shaped piece of metal with its two points 
shaped so that they can catch in the teeth of 
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The Cl<!ck that ~s a Calendar I 
The whole duty of the cloqkwork is to drive 

the hour hand at a regular rate of travel round 
the dial, twice in 24 hours. Sometimes a clock 
goes too fast or too slow and must be regulated. 
A pendulum-clock is regulated by pushing 
the " bob " of the pendulum up or down on 
the rod. The time it takes a pendulum to 
swing depends upon the length .of the rod. The 
longer the rod, the slower the beat ; so if the 
clock is fast, we screw the bob down, and thus 
increase the length of the pendulum. 

The Wonder Clock at Strasbourg 
Some of the early clocks were very wonderful 

indeed, and it took years to make them. There 
is a famous old clock at Strasbourg which not 
only t ells the time of day, but also the day of the 
week, the month, and the position of the moon 
and the planets. At various times processions 
of tiny figures cross a stage, including a cock 
that crows. The day of the week is indicated 
by a separate little figure that takes its place on 
a tiny platform. Another of these remarkable 
performing clocks can still be seen in the city 
of Munich, Germany. 

A clock in Venice has two bronze giants that 
strike a bell on the hours. (See illustration on 
page 200.) Other clocks had figures that 
appeared and danced 'to a . strain of music each 
hour. Cuckoo clocks, from which a little 
wooden bird pops out, sounding the hours, 
are quite common to-day. 

It was obviously impossible to make small 
clocks or watches so long as the weight and 
pendulum were the only methods of furnishing 
and regulating the power. Small clocks and . 
watches are rp.ade possible by the use of a coiled 
spring to furnish power, and a balance-wheel 
to time the speed. The first clocks small enough 

· to be carried were made in Germany about 
This clock, which is used to advertise a famous brand of the end of the 15th century. 
soap, stands in Jersey City, U.S.A. It measures 38 feet 
across its face. The minute hand projects 19 feet from the Wheels and Hooks that Work the Watch 
centre, and weighs 640 lb. In the course of a day, the If you open the back of a watch you will 

tip of this hand covers more than half a mile. see a fussy little wheel turning back and forth 
the wheel. As the pendulum swings, t:q.e rapidly, while a tiny hair-spring contracts and 
"anchor" or lever-catch rocks up and down; expands. This is the balance-wheel, which 
the point on one side lets go of a tooth o~ ·the takes the place of the pendulum. If you look . 
wheel, but just as soon as it has turned forward closely you will see near by a small wheel with 
one cog, the point on the other side Qatches hook-shaped cogs, which is turning round quite 
the wheel again. It is this constant catching fast ; this takes the place ·of the barrel cogwheel 
and letting go which makes the ticking sound of the grandfather's clock. Those little hooks 
and keeps the pendulum swinging. catch in a tiny rocker fastened to the balance-

The other wheels of the clock are geared to wheel, just as the lever-catch did in the clock ; 
the barrel-wheel and are made of such size that and, as they strike that rocker, they give it a 
they run at different speeds one turning the little "kick," which swings the balance-wheel 
second hand (if there is one), another the minute round, tightening the hair-spring. Then the 
hand, and another the hour hand. The pen- tension on the hair-spring swings the balance
dulum, you· might say, is the engineer; the wheel back again, another litt le hook is released, 
lever-catch is the throttle ; and the barrel, cord. and the next hook strikes the rocker and so on. 
and weight furnish the power to drive the In most watches there is a little pointer over 
slow-moving engine. . . the balance-wheel, which can be moved back 
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